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A BSTRACT
A growing number of visualization tools are now publicly released
on the Web. While this has many benefits, such as reaching more
users without any installation time or procedure, it is often unclear
how those tools are being used. The most common method to
remotely observe usage is remote logging through a web server.
Analyzing recorded logs has already been successful to improve the
usability of tools, assess the performance of users and even to enrich
the user interface with histories or logs visualizations. However,
from our own practice of recording and analyzing logs, we have
found a lack of methodology to support this process and use the
results consistently. Our goal is to raise awareness of the potential of
logging to improve visualization tools and their evaluation, as well
as paving the way for a long term research agenda on the use of logs
in Information visualization (Infovis).
1

C ONTEXT

AND

M OTIVATION

Logging is a mechanism for automatically capturing the behavior
of a program or of a user. It is usually invisible, non-obtrusive, and
can be set up remotely for long periods of time [1]. Logging can
be particularly useful for information visualization research, as it
can serve to debug a visualization, to test its usability, or to evaluate
a user’s behavior while interacting with it. Although logs usually
aim at capturing system events resulting form e. g., user interactions,
they can also record other valuable information like a visualization’s
state at specific moments of a user-session—typically what data is
being used, what window layout shows up on the user’s UI, etc.
These recordings can be set up explicitly (e. g., using a log tracker),
or can be indirectly generated using web server logs or proxies [7].
We, the authors of this article, have used logging mechanisms for
almost a decade now. We have mainly conducted system evaluation
and user behavior analysis using logs, but we have also started to
explore novel ways of visualizing logs themselves to facilitate their
analysis. We have developed a variety of tools to track user-activity,
which we have deployed in various online visualizations and tools,
some of which have reached great masses of users (+100 000). This
experience has led us to appreciate the need for developing structured
ways of making sense of logs, and is what drives the questions and
discussions we raise in this proposal. As so far we have failed to find
proper documentation on best practices in this area in the Infovis
literature, we hereby intend to encourage a community effort to
share best practices, resources, and outline promising directions for
future research and developments.
Logging is difficult because it provides only a partial view of
users’ behavior. This is the trade-off to accept in order to remotely
track them in their own settings, such as computer, desktop and
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real collaboration environment. Logs cannot capture everything as
most users are distracted by other applications, emails and social
network notifications, and coffee breaks with colleagues. Recording
every single event the user generates is also not reasonable as the
volume of logs will be too important and the signal drowned in
the noise especially as we have said since users are often multitasking. Finally, if logging spreads over long periods of times,
Infovis software may have been upgraded during the period, the
user may have worked offline and her environment has changed
(new input or output device such as mouse or screen). For all those
reasons, logging is a non-trivial problem but have a huge potential if
done properly.
As far as we know, there hasn’t been any attempt of tackling
Infovis logging research and technical questions head-on. The workshop BELIV (Beyond Time And Errors: Novel Evaluation Methods
For Visualization) has been running every 2 years for 10 years now,
and a series of articles [1, 6, 4] investigate logging as an evaluation
mechanism. Over the same period of time, the VAST challenge also
released many datasets related to logs. For instance in 2011 the
challenge contained firewall, IDS (Intrusion Detection System) and
syslog (System) logs. Last year’s workshop on Personal Infovis at
IEEE Vis gathered researchers analyzing and visualizing human behavior data. Other research communities have organized workshops
focused on logging user activity for specific contexts, such as such
as WWW [3] for Web browsing. None of those workshops address
the characteristics of Infovis interaction techniques and evaluation
procedures.
2

R ESEARCH AGENDA P ROPOSAL

Our agenda focuses primarily on five issues associated with logging:
1) defining logging format(s); 2) reporting and analyzing logs; 3)
setting up logging infrastructures; 4) reflecting on the legal issues
and necessary ethical practices associated with logging; and 5) applications related to logs, such as their visual representations. In the
following subsections, we briefly develop on each of these issues,
and we propose a series of open questions intended as ‘food for
thought’ for future research directions.
2.1 A Standard Logging Format
The first step when setting up a logging process is to ask what
should be recorded, when it should be recorded, and how (by the
web server, by the application itself, etc.). For example, even a
simple and ubiquitous interaction, like a mouse dragging, requires
carefully considerations as it can generate a lot of noisy events
resulting in very large and thus difficult to interpret log files.
• How to record low-level interactions (mouse moves, keystroke,
...) and data-intensive interactions (dynamic queries, brushing
and linking, ...) efficiently?
• How to track multiple and coordinated views? How to track
the view the user currently focuses on?
• What is the scope of the context that should be recorded beyond
user’s interaction? Desktop UI configuration? Computer and
office setup?
• How to record collaborative and multi-device activities?

• How to reduce the size of data intensive interactions? Should
there by a low frequency / interaction sampling, filtering and/or
aggregation to shrink log files? Should there be any buffering
strategy?
• Is the Common Log Format (IP, User ID, Timestamp, etc.)
generated by web servers, expressive enough to be the standard
for Infovis? What are the related and upcoming standards
(W3C, others)? Should Infovis define its own log format?

identify patterns [10, 12], insights [13] of large logs collections [9].
Logs may also enrich the user experience with enhanced history
navigation [2], browsing [5] and monitoring [8]. More Infovis and
Visual Analytics application already make sense of logs and further
research is need to tackle challenges with the growing complexity
of data types, user tasks, and the need for scalable solutions as logs
volume increases exponentially.

2.2 Logs Reporting and Analysis
Logs reporting in academic papers varies with high discrepancies.
In PivotSlice [14] authors report ”interaction logs were recorded
by the software”. While in À Table [11], authors provide a detailed
”Participation Logs” analysis of the 185636 interaction from 648
visitors. This raises the need to improve logs analysis reporting to
allow sound conclusions, and reproducibility of the evaluation.
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• What relevance have vanity metrics (# users, # visits) to assess
the success of an Infovis tool/technique?
• What should be the standard procedure or the best practices in
logs reporting, for applications ranging from usability testing
to evaluation?
• How to improve the reproducibility of research results and
interoperability between logging tools and techniques?
• What are the specifics of logs for controlled experiments versus
in the wild ones?
• How do user behavior framework like the HEART framework
translate into logs? (and vice versa)
2.3 Logging Infrastructure
As we have mentioned earlier, a series of tools log users by default
(e.g. proxies, web servers). However, from the authors’ practical
experience, it is oftentimes necessary to build its own tools for the
sake of control over the logging format and flexibility in types of
events to tracks.
• What is a simple and affordable setup for logging in Infovis?
• How to deal with offline tracking, synchronization? How to
merge collected logs with other data sources, e.g. to clean,
validate or enrich them with more contextual information?
• How updating an Infovis technique impacts previously collected/legacy logs?
• How existing APIs (Google Analytics, KissMetrics) can be
used to track Infovis techniques? And perform tests such as
A/B testing, perform cohort analysis, and real time monitoring?
• Beyond remote servers: what logging device or tracker can be
used for logging? Can logging be manual and self-reported by
users, instead of automated?
2.4 Legal and Ethical questions
As log collection and analysis is related to behavioral research involving humans, it requires approval from researchers’ employer.
• How to make logging comply with IRB applications? How
those applications shape the logging collection and evaluation
procedure?
• What are the disclaimers best practices to notify users of logging activity?
• What would be the design of logging respecting privacy (e.g.
logging that doesn’t enable to reveal people’s identity)?
2.5 Application Related to Logging
Finally, we think that agreeing upon a logging format and infrastructure, would have spillovers such as data interoperability and allow
more applications building upon logs. Letting users visualize logs,
whether it is their own or others, is a rich and promising area to
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Interaction Log and Provenance for Sensemaking
Phong H. Nguyen, Kai Xu, B. L. William Wong

A BSTRACT
This paper describes two visual analytic tools designed to support
sensemaking through the visualisation of interaction log and analytic
provenance. The first tool, SensePath, aims to reduce the time required for the transcription and coding during qualitative analysis
such as thematic analysis (making sense of the experiment data). The
second tool, SenseMap, is designed to help online sensemaking with
everyday tasks such as buying a digital camera. User evaluation leads
to early insight of how the visualisation of interaction log and analytic
provenance can help these sensemaking tasks.
Keywords: analytic provenance, sensemaking, visualization, interaction logs
Index Terms: K.6.1 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Project and People Management—Life Cycle; K.7.m [The
Computing Profession]: Miscellaneous—Ethics
1 I NTRODUCTION
There are many possible applications of interaction logs, and we are
particularly interested in supporting sensemaking. In this paper, we
describe two visual analytics tools designed to support sensemaking
with the help of interaction log, which we call analytic provenance.
Sensemaking is the process of comprehension, finding meaning
and gaining insight from information, producing new knowledge
and informing further action [11]. It is the construction, elaboration
and reconciliation of representations that explain the information
we receive about the world [6]. The outcome of the sensemaking
process is important, but the process itself also contains valuable
information [10]. Analytic provenance captures both low-level user
interaction with visual exploration systems and high-level user reasoning process. It supports reproducibility, accountability, training,
collaboration and can help us understand what we can trust from
possibly uncertain data [12].
Given the rapid increase in data volume and complexity, more
tools are needed to support sensemaking, which in many cases remains a slow and laborious process performed by human analysts.
The design of such tools requires a deep understanding of the sensemaking process, which is a reoccurring goal of qualitative research
conducted by many HCI researchers. Common methods for such
qualitative analyses are grounded theory [3] and thematic analysis [5].
Typically, researchers need to design a study, collect observation
data, transcribe the screen capture videos and think-aloud recordings,
identify interesting patterns, group them into categories, and build a
model or theory to explain those findings. Unfortunately, this process
largely remains manual and thus very time consuming. Thus, the first
tool we development, SensePath [9], is designed to help this process,
supporting the transcription and coding of the observation data of
online sensemaking.
Another common issue in sensemaking is that people often get lost
when solving complicated tasks using big datasets over long periods
of exploration and analysis. They may forget what they have done,
fail to find the information they have discovered before, and do not
know where to continue. In the World Wide Web context, this is
known as the disorientation problem [2]. One approach to address
this problem is through a graphical browser history [7]. It visualizes
visited web pages and the linking relationships between them to help

users to quickly see where they are in the network and to navigate
to the page they want. However, when solving a sensemaking task
online, which requires gathering, restructuring and reorganizing lots
of information to gain insight, the disorientation problem becomes
more severe and difficult to address. They do not just get lost in the
hypertext space but also get lost in the task space. Our second tool
SenseMap [8] captures the sensemaking process (through interaction
logging) and provides an overview to support information collection
and curation.
2

S ENSE PATH

First, we conducted two sets of observations to understand the characteristics of qualitative analysis of sensemaking activities. The insight
from the observations led to the design user requirements for our
tool. We decided to support qualitative researchers in using thematic
analysis, specifically to improve the efficiency of its transcription
and coding stages. Other requirements can be found in the original
paper [9].
Our tool – SensePath – is implemented as a Chrome extension
consisting of two components. The first one is a background process
running in the participant’s browser to automatically capture all the
required analytic provenance during the observation stage of the
qualitative study. The second component includes a set of four linked
visualizations of the captured provenance data (Fig. 1), designed to
facilitate transcription and coding.

C

B
D

A
Figure 1: Four linked visualizations of SensePath. A: The timeline view
shows all captured sensemaking actions in temporal order. B: The
browser view displays the web page where an action was performed. C:
The replay view shows the screen capture video to provide additional
context. D: The transcription view details selected actions (highlighted
in the timeline) and generates their transcript.

2.1 Interaction/Provenance Capture
We capture the analytic provenance corresponding to the action level
in the Gotz and Zhou’s model [4]. This capture can be done automatically yet still provides reasonable amount of semantics to the
researchers. The following four aspect of actions are captured.
• Type: The type of action such as search and filter.
• Timing: The start and end time of an action.
• Context: Page title, URL, screenshot and contextual information such as “keyword” for search and “selected text” for
highlight.

• Relationship: Providing how a web page was activated including revisit an already opened page, directly link from an existing
page, manually type a new address, and open from a bookmark.
2.2 Timeline View
This view provides an overview of the entire sensemaking process,
showing all the captured actions in their temporal order (Fig. 1A).
An action is represented as a bar, presenting all four aspects of
provenance information discussed earlier (Fig. 2). The page URL
(context) is displayed atop the bar. In the bar, the first icon shows that
this action revisited a previously opened page (relationship). Next
is the page title (context); only part of which is shown because of
the limited space. This is followed by an icon indicating the type of
that action such as a “filter”. The last part is the specialized context
for each action type, which is filtering parameters in this figure. The
width of the action bar corresponds to the length of time spent in
browsing the web page, and the relative position of the action type
icon marks when the action happened.
Context (URL)

the action lengths indicated by the bar widths. SensePath provides
a reset button to change the zoom levels of all actions to the default
value. Fig. 5 illustrates this technique.

Figure 5: Selective zooming. Selected action bars are with red borders.
Top row: before zooming. Bottom row: after zooming – only the
selected action has its zoom level changed.

Filtering Researchers can filter actions based on duration, enabling them to focus on the range of actions they want. For example,
if researchers think actions that last only a few seconds are trivial,
they can be filtered out using a slider (Fig. 6), which sets a minimal
length for visible actions. When the slider moves, actions that will
be removed fade out, before disappearing when the slider stops. This
enables researchers to preview the effect of filtering.

Relationship
(revisit)
Context
(page title)

Action
type (filter)

Context
(filter setting)

Figure 2: An action bar showing all four aspects of provenance information.

Zooming Action bars can reduce their widths through zooming
to accommodate more actions. At the smallest level, only the action
type is visible, and more details will become available when zooming
in. Fig. 3 shows three zoom levels of action bars with the details
increasing from top to bottom.

Figure 3: Three zoom levels of action bars with the details increasing
from top to bottom.

Aggregate Action Instead of showing individual actions, adjacent ones happened on the same web page are merged to save space.
It may also help researchers quickly understand the participant’s process. Fig. 4 shows an aggregated action with eight highlights, which
were made on the same Google Plus page.

Figure 4: An aggregate action bar. It combines eight adjacent highlights
made on the same Google Plus page.

Because the action bar is short, a timeline can show multiple rows.
This, in combination with aggregation and interaction (described
next), allows SensePath to display a reasonably large sensemaking
session within a limited space. Fig. 1A shows about 50 actions out of
a total of 70 actions from a 30-minute long session.
Selective Zooming SensePath implements focus+context technique [1] through selective zooming: when a zoom is executed, only a
selected set of actions affects. This enables researchers to concentrate
on certain actions without losing their context. However, they may
forget the difference in zoom levels of actions, thus misunderstand

Figure 6: Actions filtering. The slider (on the right side) controls the
minimal length visible actions. Actions fall below the threshold fade out
first before completely disappearing.

Coding In traditional qualitative analysis, researchers analyze
transcripts to identify common themes and assign suitable names or
codes to them. In SensePath, the timeline view provides a succinct
summary of the sensemaking process and allows researchers to drill
down to explore more specific actions. Representing action types with
icons and visualizing a sequence of actions next together may also
help researchers to quickly identify patterns of the data, compared to
watching videos or reading transcripts. Coding feature is available
through a menu button when hovering an action bar.
2.3 Browser View
When an action is selected in the timeline, its associated web page
is showed in the browser view (Fig. 1B). This enables researchers
to examine the web page that the participant was looking at when
performing a sensemaking action. If the action is an annotation
or highlight, the browser view will automatically navigate to the
location of the web page where the annotation or highlight was made,
informing researchers which part of the page the participant was
interested in.
2.4 Replay View
SensePath links the timeline to an externally captured screen video to
provide additional information about the participant’s behavior during
the sensemaking session. When a researcher selects an action in the
timeline, the replay view automatically jumps to the corresponding
part of the screen video when the action is about to start. This avoids
manual search within the video, which can be time consuming. After
selecting an action in the timeline, a researcher can first check the
web page in the browser view and then start the video playback in the
replay view if she wants to find out more. The playback automatically
stops when it reaches the end of an action, avoiding watching other
irrelevant part. Alternatively, the researcher can choose to allow the
video to continue; if so, the corresponding action in the timeline will
be highlighted as the video progresses.

2.5 Transcription View
Detailed information of an action can be revealed by mouse over;
however, it is inconvenient to do so for a set of actions. The transcription view addresses this issue by simultaneously presenting the details
for all selected actions, in a tabular format (Fig. 1D). For each action,
this view shows its starting and ending time, action type, assigned
themes, and an automatically generated description such as “37 seconds spent in searching Best Western George Town Hotel and Suites”.
This description is based on a predefined template for each different
action type with advise from the aforementioned participatory design
session. The researchers are allowed to edit the description to better
reflect what they think. Row backgrounds match the color of action
type icons in the timeline view. The design of this view resembles
the transcript interface of popular video transcribe software packages
to reduce the learning efforts required.
2.6 Evaluation
We conducted a user-centered evaluation of the SensePath tool to
establish an understanding of its use by an experienced qualitative researcher. We first conducted a number of user studies of participants
carrying out an online sensemaking task, and we then recruited an
HCI researcher with 7 years of experience in qualitative research to
carry out an analysis of the sensemaking process of the users using
SensePath. The researcher found the tool intuitive to use. The timeline view provided a useful overview of the participant’s sensemaking
process, enabling her to quickly identify recurring patterns of the
participant and his rough strategy in conducting the task. The replay
view complemented the timeline view with screen recording, enabling the researcher to investigate more fine-grained and continuous
interaction.
3 S ENSE M AP
While SensePath targets HCI/Visualisation researchers, SenseMap
is designed for average users and everyday sensemaking tasks. To
understand the requirements, we first conducted a semi-structured
interview with nine participants to explore their behaviors in conducting online sensemaking for their daily work activities. These
behaviors led to a sensemaking model for user behaviors on the web:
users iteratively collect information sources relevant to the task, curate them in a way that makes sense, and finally communicate their
findings to others. This is a simplified version of Pirolli and Card’s
sensemaking model [11]. We conducted a series of design workshops
to derive requirements using these user behaviors and model and
discuss design options to address them. All the requirements can be
found in the original paper [8].
SenseMap is implemented as a Chrome extension with three linked
views as show in Fig. 7.

A

B

C

Figure 7: Three linked views of SenseMap. A: This is the standard
browser with additional sensemaking and provenance support. B:
The history map captures and visualizes user actions to provide an
overview of the sensemaking process. C: The knowledge map enables
users to curate and make sense of the most relevant information to
their tasks.

3.1 Browser View
This is a standard web browser with additional sensemaking support
such as highlight and annotation (Fig. 7A). User interaction is also
captured using the same mechanism discussed in Sect. 2.1.
3.2 History Map
This map provides an overview of the sensemaking process using the
captured actions and their provenance (Fig. 7B). An action is represented as a bar with an icon indicating its type and text showing the
contextual information similarly to Fig. 2. Highlights and annotations
of the same web page are grouped together as in Fig. 8. They are located in separate rows below the web page title. By default, just a few
highlights and annotations are shown to ensure a reasonable height
for the page. All of them can be revealed using a menu available
when hovering on any highlight or annotation.

Figure 8: A page with one highlight and one note.

To help provide a connection between the history map and the
browser view, the action bar corresponding to the active browser tab
is highlighted in cyan. Pages that have been opened but have not seen
yet (could be the result of opening links in new tabs) are shown with
a dashed border, which may help to remind the user on reading them.
Fig. 9 shows an example of pages with these two states.

Figure 9: The user is active on a search result page (left bar) and
opens a link in a new tab (right bar).

The history map displays all captured actions; however, probably
not all of them are equally important and relevant to the sensemaking
task. Therefore, it is necessary to allow users to assess the relevance
of the collected information. We use the term node to refer to either a
simple search action bar or a page containing many highlights. Three
levels of relevance are provided, all through the menu available when
hovering a node.
1. If a node is completely irrelevant, the user can remove it.
2. If a node is not quite relevant but the user wants to keep it to
have a look at some point, they can minimize it.
3. If a node is very relevant, the user can favorite it.
When a node is removed, it and its links are removed from the
map. When a node is minimized, it is collapsed into a small circle.
This enables users to focus on other nodes and also save the display
space. Favorite nodes are displayed with a yellow background and a
thumbnail of the captured screenshot to increase their recognizability.
Fig. 10 shows an example of minimized and favorite nodes.

Figure 10: Nodes are pre-curated: two irrelevant nodes in the middle
are minimized, whereas the last one is set favorite.

Nodes can reduce their size through zooming to accommodate
more nodes within the visible part of the history map. By default, all

nodes have the same width and the same maximum height, which
allows a few words of the contextual text visible, and a reasonably
large thumbnail image, which may help users recognize the visited
pages. For each smaller level, both the node width and the number
of highlights are reduced. The maximum height should be adjusted
so that the ratio between it and the node width remains unchanged.
At the smallest level, only the action type icon or a small thumbnail
image is shown. Fig. 11 shows an example of different zoom levels
applied onto the same node.

Figure 11: The same node with four zoom levels.

Node zoom level is explicitly controlled by the user using simple
plus/minus buttons. When the collection of nodes exceeds the visible
area, the user can pan the map to see them.
3.3 Knowledge Map
This map allows users to curate the information displayed in the
history map (Fig. 7C). The curation process starts by adding nodes
from the history map to the knowledge map. This is done via the
Curate button in the menu available when hovering over a node.
Nodes in the knowledge map have the same visual representation
with those in the history map. The only difference is that thumbnail
images of curated nodes are always made visible to improve their
recognizability.
The limit of single dimensional ordering tabs from left to right
is addressed in the knowledge map through the spatial organization
of nodes. The user can freely move nodes by simply dragging them
around. This enables the user to spatially group nodes and to assign
different meanings to them. Fig. 12 shows an example of a knowledge
map with three clear groups based on their locations.

Figure 12: A knowledge map with three clear groups of nodes as the
result of free movement.

Besides spatial grouping, seeing the casual relationships between
collected information is also important to users in supporting sensemaking. A conventional representation is used to show this relationship: an arrow pointing from the cause to the effect. The user can add
a casual relationship by clicking on the “cause node”, holding it for
half a second until the cursor changes to an arrow, then releasing the
mouse on the “effect node”.
When nodes are added to the history map, the provenance links
among them are also copied to the knowledge map to provide an

initial understanding of existing relations. Different colors are used
to distinguish user-added links from provenance links.
Currently, SenseMap does not provide support for any formal
argumentation methods. However, we think that the flexibility of
spatial organization and relationships establishment can help the user
apply their reasoning strategies. For instance, users can draw a link
from a “hypothesis” node to its evidence. Then, they can move all
supporting evidence nodes to one area and all counter evidence nodes
to a different location to distinguish the two groups.
3.4 Communication
The final organization of curated information provides a complete
picture of solving the sensemaking task, which makes it ideal for
the user to present their findings. If the process is of interest, the
history map can be used alongside the knowledge map. Moreover,
the user can refer to raw data, via node revisitation, to support their
presentation.
Both the history and knowledge maps can be saved as local files
and loaded. This allows users to share their maps. Also, the user can
create multiple copies of knowledge maps based on the same history
map allowing customizing for various presentation purposes.
3.5 Evaluation
To explore how SenseMap is used, we conducted a user study in a
naturalistic work setting with five participants completing the same
sensemaking task related to their daily work activities. All participants found the visual representation and interaction of the tool
intuitive to use. Three of them positively engaged with the tool and
produced successful outcomes. It helped them to organize information sources, to quickly find and navigate to the sources they wanted,
and to effectively communicate their findings.
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A BSTRACT
Due to the deployment of novel interaction techniques, additional
challenges for logging purposes in information visualizations arise.
In this position paper, we discuss specific challenges regarding four
different example setups illustrated with projects of our own. In
each setup, various aspects need to be considered to enable, e.g., a
meaningful logging of (multiple) input streams or the replaying of
logs. We do not aim to provide a technical solution for logging interaction in the various setups, but rather want to share our insights
and experiences from a set of projects that apply novel interaction
techniques and multi-display setups to visualizations.
1

I NTRODUCTION

As an ongoing upward trend in research, various novel interaction
techniques are deployed to information visualizations and enhance
the way we work with those visualizations [5]. Through the usage
of additional modalities (e.g., touch, gaze, spatial position) or multidisplay environments, the visualization systems are getting more
complex. Of course, this also affects the logging of interactions
and raises several questions, such as: What data can be logged and
in which form could it be stored? What data has to be logged to
allow making sense of the logs at a later time? How to handle large
amounts of data and noise?
In this position paper, we aim to raise awareness of these challenges by considering four example setups using various input
modalities. Although the given questions are also relevant in classic WIMP interfaces, the capturing process itself is in such systems
relatively easy as there is typically a single event source. Also, it
is possible to replay or simulate user interactions, since they do not
depend on an outer context. In contrast, enabling novel interaction
techniques causes more complex setup-driven challenges to arise.
We provide four of our own projects going beyond WIMP interfaces to discuss the specific challenges of logging when merging
multiple input streams, the possibility of replaying logs for interpretation, and the complexity and size of logged data.
2

all individual events, selected events (i.e., sub-steps), or as a single
event. This consideration affects how granular a history or replay
functionality can be realized.

Figure 1: Fluid multi-touch interactions for star plot visualizations [4]
require logging of both discrete and continuous input events (e.g.,
tap, drag).

In contrast, touch interactions like pinching have two or more input points defining a parameter (e.g., scaling factor) and the target.
These multiple event sources require synchronized time stamps or
storing as a combined event. Again, the granularity of stored (sub-)
events can vary. Finally, gestural inputs (e.g., wiping) consist of
a sequence of events from one or multiple input points, which are
recognized as discrete gestures by the system. Therefore, they can
either be logged as the recognized gesture or as the event sequence,
which however requires the same gesture detection at the time of
replay.
3 S PATIAL A RRANGEMENT OF M OBILE D EVICES (2D)
In a second example focusing on spatial interactions, we investigated how visualizations in multiple coordinated views can get tangible by distributing them to mobile devices [3]. We propose to
use the spatial arrangement of these mobile devices to combine different visualization views and thus to enhance, e.g., visual comparison. For instance, this can be reached by reordering elements,
flipping the view (Fig. 2a), or scaling of axes (Fig. 2b).

TOUCH I NPUT

We previously presented several multi-touch concepts to enable
fluid interaction for star plot visualizations [4]. This involves rearranging axes via drag (Fig. 1a), splitting up axes on doubletap (Fig. 1b), scaling axes via pinch, or resetting the visualization
via a wiping gesture. Thus, the interaction comprises single-touch,
multi-touch, and gestural input.
Regarding the logging, single-touch as well as some multitouch inputs (e.g., two finger drag) can be treated similar to mouse
input in classic WIMP interfaces: They can be discrete events
(e.g., tap) fired on a specific visualization element or continuous
events (e.g., drag). For the latter, the interaction can be logged with
∗ e-mail: {tom.horak, ulrike.kister, konstantin.klamka, ricardo.langner,
raimund.dachselt}@tu-dresden.de

Figure 2: When adapting and synchronizing tangible visualization
based on the spatial arrangement of mobile devices [3], individual
data streams have to be joined for logging.

Besides keeping track of interactions on each device, it is now
also necessary to know the applied combination or linkage of visualizations (similar to multiple coordinated views). Hence, the
visualization state can now also depend on the state of other visualizations. This can be tracked by either logging the computed state
as well as updates for each visualization or the initial state combined with linkage information. The deriving challenge for logging
is to decide how to record this state, thus balancing between amount
of stored data and how easily logs can be restored.

Furthermore, as the setup is also extended by a new modality,
the spatial arrangement of devices, it is necessary to log the device location (position and orientation). The required values can be
distributed (i.e., provided by the devices) or centralized (i.e., provided by an external tracking system) and be relative or absolute.
Whereas relative values require to store pairwise relations to be able
to reconstruct the device locations, the absolute values require calculation steps during restoring. In both cases the provided values
can be noisy and high-frequency, resulting in a large amount of data
to be logged. For instance, logging 3DoF (4 Byte per float value)
with 60 Hz tracking frequency already results in 720 Byte per second per device that can significantly increase further depending on
the logging format (e.g., XML syntax).
It is important to be aware of the fact, that logs cannot be equivalently replayed in such a setup as devices would have to be moved
automatically. Furthermore, since the combinations also utilize device properties (e.g., size), the system state cannot be transferred to
other setups with different devices. Although it is possible to virtually simulate the devices and their content on a larger display, the
tangible characteristic of the interaction concept would be lost.
4

S PATIAL N AVIGATION

WITH A

M OBILE D EVICE (3D)

Instead of arranging mobile devices on a 2D surface, we also investigated the combination of wall-sized high-resolution displays
with spatially tracked mobile devices for graph exploration in a
3D space [1]. Our concepts focus on supporting selection, presenting additional information, or applying lens functions (Fig. 3). By
tracking the device’s position in space, the system can associate
the user’s actions with the device to individual graph elements presented on the display wall.

Figure 3: When using mobile devices for focus views in front of large
wall-sized displays [1], all log events must retain their relation to the
wall-sized visualization.

Similar to the example in 2D space, the mobile device’s location
(3D position and orientation) is essential for the logging process.
However, the state of the current (part of the) visualization on the
mobile device largely depends on the relative position to the visualization on the large display as they function as focus and context.
Hence, to create a meaningful log, captured visualization states on
the individual displays need to be fundamentally interwined and
cannot be separated. Furthermore, touch interaction on the mobile device may manipulate and locally affect the visualization on
the large display wall. Similar, interactions with the mobile device
(both the simple presence/position and mobile device gestures) will
have to be logged in relation to elements on the display wall. Complexity increases when multiple people (and devices) move in front
of the display.
While individual touch events on both displays and the tracking
data stream from the mobile device can be replayed from the logs,
the impressions, the user’s individual view on both the mobile device and the display wall, and the situation setup cannot be restored
without active reenactment.
5

B ODY - CENTRIC P HYSICAL N AVIGATION

In BodyLenses [2], we explore the design space and usage of bodycentric movements for interactive visualization lenses. In the appli-

cation example of a graph explorer, we used the body position and
shape (tracked by a Kinect) in front of a display wall to apply lenses
onto a graph visualization (Fig. 4a). These lenses can be further
configured through touch interaction on the display wall (Fig. 4b).

Figure 4: Body-centric interactions may require logging of individual
body parts. These interactions can be used to influence tools on
large display visualizations, e.g., interactive lenses [2].

Body-centric interaction may require tracking of not only one
single position but the positions of multiple body parts (e.g., hands,
head, arms, legs). The sum of these joints are skeletons already
extracted from the Kinect video data stream. While event-based
gesture recognition can be handled similar to mouse or touch-based
interpretation, the adaptation of visualization or interactive tools
like lenses requires continuous position data. This tremendously
increases the size of the logged data and requires additional thought
of which frequency and granularity is required for logging. Due to
the highly personal shapes, restoring the data from the logs is even
more complex and replay is nearly impossible.
6 D ISCUSSION & C ONCLUSION
As illustrated by our examples, one major challenge when logging
interactive visualizations in novel display environments is to handle
the various input streams. The synchronization of these individual
streams may be already difficult, and even more so when no central
server organizes communication. Besides the need of synchronization, each stream can be high-frequent with multiple DoF and thus
result in large log files. Therefore, it is important to consider filter
mechanisms that are able to remove noise as well as unnecessary
data (e.g., unchanged positions). An additional way to reduce the
data amount is using delta encoding, i.e., only the changes are being
logged. However, these can increase the complexity when restoring
or analyzing the logs.
Since in our projects we incorporate physical interactions (e.g.,
spatial position or arrangement), providing a history or a replay
functionality based on the logged data may not be possible. This
is a crucial drawback of replaying, as the interaction order as well
as the specific arrangement, position, or field of view of users during the interaction steps might affect the number, type, and quality
of insights. Furthermore, in some cases it may not even be possible
to internally log all user interactions (e.g., point of view, conversations) requiring extra video recording. As stated before, a session
could be replayed in a pure virtual way, probably even in VR environments, but would still lack the important immersion during
interaction.
All in all, novel interaction techniques come along with new
challenges for logging in visualizations, especially regarding handling of input streams and providing the possibility of replays. Besides the used modalities in our example projects there exists many
more (e.g., pen, gaze) that, however, face the same challenges.
In the future, modern technologies such as augmented/virtual reality could even require additional considerations when enabling
everywhere or immersive information visualizations. At the same
time, logging these novel interactions and analyzing them afterwards could enhance our understanding of how people read visualizations on their own or discuss them during collaboration. Of
course it is also an interesting challenge to find appropriate visualizations to support gaining these insights.
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A BSTRACT
Visualization tools can take advantage of multiple coordinated
views to support analysis of large, multidimensional data sets. Effective design of such views and layouts can be challenging, but
understanding users’ analysis strategies can inform design improvements. We outline an approach for intelligent design configuration
of visualization tools with multiple coordinated views, and we discuss a proposed software framework to support the approach. The
proposed software framework could capture and learn from user interaction data to automate new compositions of views and widgets.
Such a framework could reduce the time needed for meta analysis of the visualization use and lead to more effective visualization
design.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g.,
HCI)]: User-centered design;
1

I NTRODUCTION

Analysis of large, multidimensional data sets is challenging due to
the need to inspect and interpret different attributes or data types
concurrently. To address this challenge, visualization tools often
provide multiple views that allow analysts different perspectives
of the data [7]. With the application of common methods such
as small-multiple views, focus-plus-context viewing, and brushing
and linking, multiple views can be highly effective for allowing analysts to inspect different properties of complex data sets.
In practical scenarios, analysts tend to rely more heavily on reduced subsets of all available data, and different views might be
preferred for different people or certain strategies. From a design
standpoint, predicting what data attributes an analyst will find most
useful can be challenging, and with high enough dimensionality, it
is impractical to show all dimensions. Filtering data based on certain attributes can help speed up analysis by reducing the amount
of data visualized at a time, but having enough widgets to adjust
all possible data types or attributes would be unwieldy or impossible due to limitations in screen space. Additionally, certain data
attributes might be understood more easily when viewed together,
so it would be beneficial to keep such views in close proximity to
make analysis more efficient.
With so many considerations, determining an appropriate configuration of views and widgets is a non-trivial task for the design
of visual analysis tools. Researchers have proposed recommender
systems to help select appropriate views based on properties of the
data and common visualization guidelines (e.g., [4, 8]). However,
for longer analysis sessions, it is important to consider user preferences and strategies. We propose an approach for improving the design and layout of multiple coordinated views by analyzing user interaction patterns collected through system logs. Once enough logs
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are collected they will be automatically processed and data mined
to gain more insight about users and interpreted by an intelligent
configuration process to create a new design. The recommended
designs can be rolled out for use and additional log collection for
iterative learning and design improvement. In our current work, we
are considering this problem and approach for cyber security visualization tools.

2

C YBER S ECURITY V ISUALIZATION S CENARIO

While our approach is not necessarily limited to any particular domain, we discuss our research of intelligent view configuration in
the context of cyber security analysis. In our research, we work
with cyber security analysts tasked with investigating and identifying of suspicious network activity. Cyber analysts must routinely
monitor and sift through a large collection of data with numerous
fields. Designing visualizations for such tasks can be difficult due
to the exploratory nature of the task, the high volume of data, and
the continuous streaming of incoming data. In addition to the raw
data, cyber tools also often incorporate alerts from signature-based
detection systems or analytic techniques (e.g., anomaly detection)
to help flag potentially interesting or suspicious items. Consider a
cyber security system that collects intrusion detection alerts from
network activity across the globe. An analyst may wish to filter the
data to only view intrusion alerts related to a specific source country over a specific port. To further simplify the task, they may opt
to limit viewing to only those alerts flagged as the highest priority
level by the system. As part of the analysis, the analysts might also
be looking for recurring relationships over a certain period of time
to better protect current systems, and these relationships could be
easily spotted via certain filtered views of the data.
With such complex data and layered analysis goals, multiple
views can be of assistance in helping analysts to make sense of
different types of information together. At the same time, multiple
widgets can help analysts to filter data, choose preferred visualization methods, or request additional data types for inspection. Previous tools have taken this approach. For example, the Time-based
Network traffic Visualizer by Goodall et al. [2] providing a focused
view on the packet level in the context of a network traffic view. In
another example, Noel et al. [5] use multiple views to show network
attack graphs, matrix representations, vulnerability details, and user
annotations.
In our own work, we are also designing tools with multiple coordinated views. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of our cyber analysis
prototype. The figure shows a collection of coordinated bar charts,
histograms, and a map view to provide a composite view of cyber
alerts. The views are interactive and double as widgets to filter or
link selected attributes in other views. Having many multiple coordinated views and widgets together can be useful, but a designer’s
a priori view layout may not be optimal. Using this tool, we discuss a method for capturing and studying analysis patterns in order
to improve the composition of views and the effectiveness of the
visualization.

Figure 1: A cyber analysis prototype with multiple coordinated views.

Figure 2: Interaction patterns (as shown here by a heatmap overlay)
can reveal preferred views.

3

I NTELLIGENT C ONFIGURATION

OF

M ULTIPLE V IEWS

To address the challenges in designing multi-view visualization
tools, we discuss a general approach for improving the process of
configuring views by capturing and data mining user interaction
logs. Using this method, we can learn various strategies users take
during analysis via their interactions and adopt them into a new
configuration that better fits their needs. The methods requires a
highly composable software framework that supports both logging
of various interaction types and flexible configuration of the tool’s
visualizations and view layout.
The most useful interaction data to log will depend on the purpose for using the history data [6]. For our current cyber analysis
scenario, we are most interested in eye tracking, mouse movements,
keystrokes, and visualization meta-data (e.g., view state and data
properties associated with interactions). Mouse and keyboard input
demonstrates basic interaction history, eye tracking data provides a
record of informational attention that may be independent of system input, and widget meta-data is important for matching input
and viewing data with data state to learn analysis strategies.
Once a substantial amount of data has been captured, it can be
mined to learn user priorities, usage patterns about how multiple
widgets are used together, and which views are most beneficial for
a given task. Additionally, interaction patterns could inform predictive models about probable sequences of actions. This information could then be interpreted to compose a new design that better
streamlines user mouse movements, better groups certain widget
or views, removes less useful items, and adds new views. Once
the new design has been created, it will be immediately rolled out
so that more information can be collected about the new design to
provide richer insight for designing future iterations.
Implementation of such an approach will require a software
framework that automates the processes of collecting interaction
data, learning interaction patterns, and configuring views and widgets. The first step will be to create a framework for web-based
analysis tasks for online testing to collect enough interaction logs
for data mining. After the first iteration of collection, the data will
undergo exploratory data mining with various methods to find what

works best at understanding user strategies, movement, and the data
set. Possible methods include using quality metrics [1] to better understand user strategies, exploring various machine learning
algorithms for creating predictive models, and exploring methods
for generating adaptive configurations for the layout [3] to better
streamline interaction with the visualization.
This information can be used to create an intelligent system to
interpret interaction data with consideration for specific users and
particular data sets to create new layouts. The system would then
roll out the new designs for use to gain additional interaction data
for future iterations. With the generation of multiple layouts, it
could also be valuable to find a way to map certain analysis strategies to different layouts so that particular layouts could be better
optimized for certain tasks.
The automated framework should also include support for visualization tools to aide in the meta analysis of the framework itself.
Determining what visualization designs would be most beneficial
for meta analysis of interaction history would require additional research alongside exploring the various metrics and machine learning methods to use for data mining. These tools would help with
understanding usage patterns for deciding possible metrics and machine learning approaches as a means to test the new designs for
the framework to automatically generate. Figure 2 shows an example of a heatmap visualization tool that could help compare different layout configurations and visualization designs to help assess the effectiveness of the automation framework. Overlaying
two heatmaps—one for eye movement and one for mouse interaction—for a certain time period of usage could also help researchers
understand if a sensible decision was made during rearrangement of
widgets. Another research goal for the development of the framework is to find a way to incorporate widget and view metadata into
these tools to help make sense of the framework’s recommended
outcomes when considering user strategies.
Such a software framework that automates the configuration of
multiple views could aide in the creation of more effective visualization design and reduce the amount of time spent manually doing meta analysis of the visualization. In future work, we plan
on implementing and testing the proposed approach for creating an
appropriate configuration for cyber analysis tools and multidimensional data.
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A BSTRACT
Designers who deploy visualization applications usually want to
assess how those applications are being used in the field. A promising and scalable method for understanding such use is to collect
event logs of people’s interactions with the applications. The challenge is how to then analyze the interactions in the logs in order to
discover insights. Researchers have used visual analytics to support this analyst-driven process with some success. However, we
found that existing visual interaction analysis systems are limited
in their flexibility, scalability, and generalizability to fully support
this challenging task. In this article we identify the primary tasks
of interaction log analysis, discuss the main units of analysis, and
derive a set of system requirements to inform the design of future
visual interaction analysis systems.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Systems]: Information Interfaces and Presentation—User Interfaces
1

I NTRODUCTION

Designers who deploy visualization applications often seek to assess how those applications are being used in the field. By examining application usage, its designer can begin to understand the
usability and utility of the application, learn about its users, and understand usage patterns/analysis methods. One promising source of
such information is an interaction log. Modern visualization applications routinely incorporate a multitude of interactions to support
the flexible, exploratory analysis processes of their users. While it
has become easier to collect interaction logs, it is still challenging
to effectively analyze them.
We consider the analysis of visualization application interaction
logs to be highly exploratory, and thus closely aligned to other types
of sense-making activities that involve repeated cycles of foraging
and gathering information, and then reflecting on those findings to
generate new schemas and hypotheses about what is actually occurring [20]. An analyst, who typically is the designer of the visualization application, frequently might explore interaction logs without
explicit questions or goals in mind, or the goals may change over
time. The detailed, subjective, and open-ended nature of the analysis process may be overwhelming, especially to those who rarely
conduct this type of analysis.
We believe that these analysis needs suggest a visual analytics
solution. Visual analytics is particularly suitable for interaction log
analysis because it effectively combines automated computational
analysis with human exploration and guidance, especially when applied to large collections of data [15]. Furthermore, a visual analytics approach is helpful when analysis goals are dynamic and
possibly imprecise. Unfortunately, existing visual interaction analysis systems are not flexible, scalable, and generalizable enough
to support this need. We speculate that this is a reason why interaction data from design studies are seldom extensively analyzed in
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the visualization literature, despite such data’s prominent role in the
analysis process.
The objective of this work is to establish a set of requirements for
visual interaction analysis systems. We make the following contributions. (1) We identify an analyst’s tasks and discuss how these
tasks can be accomplished by analyzing interaction logs. (2) We
identify and present three analysis units that are essential for the
process. (3) For these tasks and analysis units, we derive a set of
requirements for visual analytics on interaction logs that emphasize
flexibility, scalability, and generalizability.
2 R ELATED W ORK
Researchers have been using visualizations for interaction log analysis on systems other than visualization applications in a variety of
domains for about two decades. The visualizations typically have
been static representations of users’ interaction patterns using heat
maps for general UI interactions [10], trees for web navigations
[5, 19, 27, 31], graphs for social network interactions [1, 23], or
line and bar charts for online video interactions [6, 16]. While useful, at times such visualizations can be limiting because the view
cannot be modified or transformed. Therefore, researchers recently
have turned to interactive visualization systems to more dynamically explore interaction data. These interactive visualizations include interconnected bar charts and graphs for web search behaviors [17], timelines for web interactions [18], stacked area charts for
online video interactions [25], icicle trees for social network and
web interactions [24, 29], connected matrices [32], and even visual
clusters of sequences [28]. Although these visualization techniques
have been applied to interactions on non-visualization applications,
we can learn from those experiences and examine which techniques
may apply well to interactions on visualization applications.
With respect to the use of visualization to analyze interactions
on visualization applications, researchers have used static visualizations such as state transition graphs [22], colored bars [14], and
graphs and scatterplots [12]. Some used interactive visualizations
as well. For example, Jeong et al. [13] created two interactive visualization systems, one for exploring interaction data on a timeline
and one in treemaps. Blascheck et al. [2] also designed an interactive visualization system to analyze interactions on a text visualization application. They used a line chart as the primary visualization
to show interactions with think aloud and eye movement data. A
particular strength of their work is in the computational analysis of
the data – The system can automatically identify similarities between users and help analysts find usage patterns. Such computational methods are particularly useful when the amount and variety
of interactions are large.
These prior systems depicting visualization application interactions have limitations, however. First, most of these projects were
research prototypes that visualize a relatively small-scale interaction dataset [2, 7, 13, 14, 22]. For example, Blascheck et al. [2]
only studied 16 participants, each using the visual analysis application once, in a lab. In a real-world deployment, the amount of
log data can be significantly larger than what these systems can
support. Heer et al. [12] seemed to have visualized a realistic
real-world dataset but one of the applied visualization techniques,
the behavior graph, did not seem to scale well. A second limitation of these projects was that, during analysis, they each organized interactions into a single, subjectively-determined set of cat-

egories [7, 12, 13, 14, 22]. These categorizations were often necessary to reduce the complexity of the data for meaningful patterns to
emerge. However, most of these projects only selected and used one
type of categorization. For example, Reda et al. [22] categorized
interactions by whether the interactions significantly changed the
visualization layout. In realistic analysis tasks, the categorizations
should depend upon and iteratively change with an analyst’s goal.
Methods for flexibly supporting this goal are largely missing in past
work. A third limitation is that many of these visualizations were
designed specifically for analyzing interactions from one particular visualization application in one specific study [7, 12, 13]. Some
data dimensions were hard-coded into the analysis systems, making
results difficult to generalize. For example, Jeong et al.’s systems
[13] specifically defined and laid out visualizations based on their
data dimensions, such as the views of the analyzed visualization
application. This design limits the generalizability of their systems.
We believe that to fully address these limitations, one needs to reexamine interaction analysis tasks fundamentally.
3

I NTERACTION A NALYSIS TASKS

Based on our review of past research and our own experiences, we
have identified the following key tasks or goals of an analyst when
seeking to understand how his/her visualization application is being
used.
Assess Usability
An analyst seeks to understand how easy it is to use and learn a
visualization application. This information could be gleaned from
interactions in many ways. For example, features that are easy to
use are likely to be performed more frequently, assuming they are
important to the application. If a feature is not employed much but
was expected to be frequently used, the feature may not be designed
well.
Diving deeper, the learning curve of an application could be assessed from interactions. For example, one hypothesis is that when
a user is less familiar with an application, his/her interactions would
be more diverse and random, showing an experimental usage of
features. But as the user discovers which features are more useful
from experience, his/her interactions would become more focused
on those features and use them in a consistent manner. By assessing the change trajectory, an analyst could infer the learning curve
of his/her visualization application. If an analyst seeks to assess
which features are more challenging to learn, he/she may inspect
how long on average it takes for a user to go from first encountering a feature to using it efficiently.
An easy-to-use application is often efficient to use. In nonvisualization applications, fewer mouse clicks and shorter mouse
movement distances in usage sessions are indicators of efficient UI
design. However, in visualization applications, when visual exploration is the task and broader understanding of data is the goal, these
traditional usability indicators may need to be interpreted differently. A visualization application that encourages extensive interactions may help an application user more easily explore the data.
Assess Utility
Card et al. claimed that “the purpose visualization is insight, not
pictures” [4]. A good metric to assess the utility of a visualization
application is to examine whether its users are able to find insights.
A typical method for determining this answer is to interview users.
But can this information be acquired from interaction logs instead
as interview data are more difficult to collect? Gotz and Zhou defined a set of interaction types as “Insight Actions” in their work because some interactions could be connected to insights [9]. For example, they called Bookmark and Annotate events “Visual Insight
Actions”. These interactions could indicate an insight was discovered because finding an insight is one reason for bookmarking and
annotating views in visualizations. But not all bookmarks and annotations are indications of insights. For example, an annotation

could be used to add missing information to the data. Therefore, to
differentiate insight-indicating bookmarks and annotations, an analyst would need to manually examine the bookmarked or annotated
content to determine which ones are actually insights. The downside is that this analysis would require a significant effort from the
analyst and sometimes the bookmarked or annotated contents are
difficult to interpret as they are generated by someone else. As a
result, visualization designers who plan to use visualization interactions to infer insights might want to explicitly prompt their users
to tag insights in bookmarks and annotations to allow automatic
classification of insights from interaction logs. After insights are
determined, a simple count of them might be sufficient to approximate the utility of a visualization application.
Learn About Users
An analyst seeks to learn more about a visualization application’s
users from usage behaviors. For example, which people are “expert” users and which ones need some extra help? For a specific
feature, which users are able to properly employ it? Any one feature could be implemented with multiple UI interactions. For example, zooming into a view could be implemented by clicking a
Zoom-In button or selecting a Zoom-In menu item. Which method
is preferred by users for their day-to-day tasks? When using an application for different types of analysis tasks or occasions, how do
the users’ behaviors differ? At an abstract level, an analyst seeks to
find groups of users or sessions that exhibit certain/varying behaviors (e.g., different keyword search [2]) or examine the behaviors of
users or sessions under certain circumstances (e.g., different display
sizes [22]). The key to this analysis is to map the user information
to the varying interaction patterns in the data. This information is
helpful to an analyst for understanding user differences in visualization usages.
Understand Usage Patterns/Analysis Methods
An analyst seeks to explore the variety of ways a visualization application was used. Specifically, frequent ways of using the application, which form usage patterns, are of particular interest. Some
of these patterns are expected by the analyst. For example, an analyst of interaction logs from a visual text analysis application would
expect its users to extensively read the text documents. But what
other usage patterns might there be? Kang et al. found several more
specific usage patterns after studying the usages from Jigsaw [14].
For example, some users start from scanning all the documents first
to filter out irrelevant ones, then read those remaining documents.
Some users repeatedly search the document set with different keywords and read the documents in the search result. These usage
patterns might not have been expected by the analyst. Therefore,
finding the relative portions of these usage patterns helps the analyst
gain a deeper understanding of the varying ways his/her application
was operated in actual usage scenarios.
Some usage patterns of a visualization application may indicate
that a visual analysis method (VAM) is taken. A VAM, which is
sometimes called a visual analysis strategy [7, 14, 22], is a methodological and semantically meaningful way of operating a visualization application. Many researchers look for VAMs in their applications to learn about such semantically meaningful usage patterns.
One example of a VAM is the Visual Information-seeking Mantra
[26]. This VAM is indicated by a set of usage patterns that start
from an “overview”, followed by a mixture of “zooming” and “filtering”, and then show “details” on demand. Shneiderman identified this VAM as being widely used in a variety of visualization
applications. Other VAMs may only occur when certain types of
data or visualization techniques are employed. For example, Kang
et al. identified a set of VAMs (strategies) for analyzing text documents with a specific set of text visualization techniques [14].
These VAMs are less generalizable but are more contextually relevant to the application. Finding the set of VAMs employed in a
visualization application is useful for understanding users’ reason-

ing processes behind the usage patterns [7].
4 A NALYSIS U NITS
Within the analysis tasks above, we found that an analyst needs to
find frequency distributions of not just individual interaction events
but also groups of events in categories or sequences. Therefore,
identifying these analysis units are vital to the analysis. But how
should these events, categories, and sequences be defined and identified? Once they are determined, identifying their frequency distribution over time or any other contextual information should be
relatively easy. In this section, we discuss these analysis units.

Figure 1: Interaction events. Individual events (ABC) could be categorized (A→D, C→D) or grouped by their sequences (DBD→E).

Event
We assume that individual interaction events are the basic unit
logged. As shown in Figure 1, suppose a string of five events
(ABCBC) of three types (A, B, and C) are logged in a usage session. Example events may include “clicking the Zoom-In button”
or “scrolling the view.” Events sometimes include the visualized
data as a parameter. Such events are generally defined in the code
that produces the log. Individual events can be analyzed directly but
typically they are first filtered, categorized, and grouped into more
semantically meaningful units to the analyst.
Category
Because a visualization application may have a large number of
interactions, an analyst typically organizes them into a smaller set
of categories that are more semantically meaningful and suitable
to his/her analysis goal. For example, some researchers [11, 21]
organized events into the intent-based interaction categories defined
by Yi et al. [30]. Other researchers used other classification criteria,
such as the view an event occurs in [14] or the significance of a
layout change [22]. A categorization is illustrated in the second row
of Figure 1 where events A and C are both classified into category
D.
Two analyst-driven steps are required in the categorization process. An analyst not only needs to determine which categories to
use for the analysis but also how the events should be mapped to the
categories. First, the categories to be used should largely depend
on the analysis goal. For example, if an analyst wishes to study the
uses of different views in a visualization application, the analyst
could categorize each interaction event by its view [14]. Second,
determining the category that each event should be mapped to requires the analyst’s subjective determination. Some determinations
are easy, such as whether the interaction is within a specific view.
Other determinations are more difficult, such as determining the interaction intent category from Yi et al.’s interaction taxonomy [30].
The more difficult categorizations typically require a semantic interpretation of the events and thus a potentially significant effort
from the analyst. This labor requirement can become quite significant as reclassifications may frequently be needed when goals
change over the course of analysis. As a result, it is important for
an interaction analysis system to be able to flexibly and efficiently
support this analyst-driven categorization process.
Sequence
An analyst typically examines sequences of interactions in order
to identify longer and higher-level usage patterns (e.g., DBD→E
in Figure 1). For example, to determine whether a specific system feature that requires multiple interactions is being used as ex-

pected, an analyst may need to look for a specific set of interaction
sequences. Frequently occurring interaction sequences are considered particularly informative because they often represent useful
or conventional ways of using an application. An interaction sequence may include both consecutive and non-consecutive interactions. For example, a sequence of “Inspect” actions is considered a
“Scan pattern” in Gotz and Wen’s work [8]. Conversely, an interesting sequence may be made up of non-consecutive interactions.
For example, suppose an analyst wishes to determine whether people are following the Visual Information-Seeking Mantra [26] when
they use an application. To do so, the analyst does not need to find
overview, zoom and filter, and details on demand interactions necessarily occurring back-to-back. The interactions simply need to
occur non-consecutively in the proper sequence for the analyst to
determine if the mantra has been followed. Therefore, being able to
identify sequences that may not only include events occurring back
to back increases the flexibility in identifying longer and higherlevel usage patterns.
5

S YSTEM R EQUIREMENTS

Using the tasks and analysis units as a basis, we identify a set of
requirements for a visual interaction analysis system to assist with
interaction log analysis, specifically for supporting flexibility, scalability, and generalizability.
Support Event Organization (Flexibility)
An interaction analysis system needs to be able to support the flexibile oganization of events. Different analysts and situations may
call for different organizations of interaction events because of their
varying needs. For example, one analyst may be looking for underused application functions, another may be optimizing the interface,
and a third may simply be seeking to understand the visual analysis methods people employ using the application. The same analyst
may even change analysis focus “on the fly” as new discoveries
about application use are made. Below we describe three specific
requirements for flexibily organizating the logged interaction events
that we believe an ideal interaction analysis system should provide.
a. Select events of interest
A system may log all interaction events that occur, but only a subset
of the logged interaction events may be relevant for a given analysis goal. An analyst needs to be able to flexibly select these relevant events for further exploration. Otherwise, when many irrelevant events are kept in the analysis, the “noise-level” of the data
may hide otherwise meaningful patterns. How to determine which
events are relevant during an analysis session is very likely a subjective judgment of the analyst based on knowledge of the analysis
goal and the interaction data.
b. Define analysis perspective
Analysts may approach log events with a wide variety of goals.
Thus, it should be possible for analysts to flexibly define different
analysis perspectives for classifying the events based on these different goals. An analysis perspective provides the means to differentiate events that can be based on different criteria. It essentially
defines a set of categories for organizing events.
For example, a perspective for understanding visualization application commands and operations that are performed would simply be a set of categories of those commands and operations. One
could consider this a relatively low-level perspective. An alternative
perspective for understanding which and when application views
are used would include a category for each view in the application. Kang et al. [14] employed this perspective when performing
an analysis of usage of the Jigsaw visual analytics system. They
identified Jigsaw interactions by the views in which they occurred
in order to analyze overall strategies taken by each user. Yet another perspective might include a set of categories defined by user
intent, that is, what was the intent of the person using the visual-

ization application when performing an interface operation. Pohl et
al. [21] used the interaction intent framework introduced by Yi et
al. [30] to categorize user interactions with two visualization systems, VisuExplore and Gravi++, in order to explore and compare
user strategies when using those systems. Guo et al. [11] also used
those intent-based categories plus a new category called “retrieve”
as “high-level actions” in their interaction analysis of a visualization application. As a final example analysis perspective, an analyst may be interested in the degree that application usage follows
a well-known analysis method, such as Shneiderman’s “Overview
first, zoom and filter, then details on demand [26].” For this perspective, the set of categories would be those four activities defined
in the mantra.
c. Categorize events
Once an analysis perspective is defined, an analyst next assigns the
events to categories. For some perspectives, multiple interaction
events can be considered “similar” and placed into the same category. For example, interface events such as clicking on buttons,
spinning the mouse wheel, or choosing menu commands, when
they are relevant to zooming in or out of the visualization, can all
be placed into a “zoom” category. This ability to flexibly categorize
interaction events is important for log analysis.
Provide Configurable Visualizations (Flexibility)
As discussed in the related work, many researchers have adopted
different styles of interactive visualizations for use in their analysis processes. From these efforts, we learned that effective visualizations not only need to provide visual overviews of the interaction data, but also interactive features to support functions such as
querying and filtering patterns on demand. Providing an overview
of event sequences may be challenging due to size of the interaction
logs, however. Moreover, which interactive features to include and
how they should be designed in order to give analysts investigative
flexibility and strength is still an important research question.
Include Automated Computational Assistance (Scalability)
Usage patterns at a large scale may be difficult to manually identify.
Automated computational data analysis is essential to help analysts
discover patterns from large interaction logs. For example, it is
relatively easy and significantly faster to algorithmically identify
and quantify frequent/infrequent events, categories, and sequences.
After the computation, the output of these algorithms can be visualized to provide an analyst a summarized view of the information
in a large scale interaction dataset. For example, frequent interaction sequences are commonly automatically extracted and visualized to identify higher-level usage patterns [2, 3, 11, 21]. This use
of computational analysis significantly increases a person’s ability
to analyze the interaction data.
Apply to Any Visualization Application (Generalizability)
As mentioned earlier, a number of interaction analysis systems
have been built for analyzing particular visualization applications.
When focusing on only one visualization application, it is easier to
custom-design an analysis approach and system with a very specific
set of tuned views. However, when designing an analysis system
that could be applied to any visualization application’s interaction
logs, the analysis system needs to be highly configurable to support
varying log formats, interaction types, and analysis needs.
6

C ONCLUSION

We presented a set of tasks, analysis units, and system requirements
for designing future visual interaction analysis systems. We hope
these requirements can bring about discussions on this challenging
research topic.
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A BSTRACT
Evaluating interactive visualizations requires examining the complex interaction techniques used in the visualization, but also makes
it necessary to investigate which part of the data participants are
exploring. In this paper, we discuss how logging of these complex interaction techniques may help people to understand the data
explored in order to improve a visualization technique. By answering questions about how much, which part, or how often a part of
the data was inspected, we can infer valuable information about
the usefulness and effectiveness of an interactive visualization technique. This visual data coverage allows us to also make inferences
about traceability and accountability of a visualization technique.
We present experiences we made during our studies, discuss challenges, and point out future directions of this work.
1 I NTRODUCTION
To increase insight generation based on interaction logs in the context of modern, interactive visualizations, it is valuable to also log
the extent and kind of data surveyed with continuous interactions.
This information about visual data coverage brings new potential to
the evaluation of a visualization and its interaction design, tracking
which portion of data a user inspected visually at a specific level
of detail and suggestions on what to investigate next, as well as accountability of data analysis and insights. Therefore, we focus on
these three topics and in particular on closely related questions regarding data coverage during visual analysis: how much of the data
was explored, how often was the same data item inspected, which
parts of the data were examined at which level of detail, and was
the right data investigated?
In order to analyze visual data coverage, logging of this information is required. There is extensive work on analyzing interactions
[18, 23, 4] and many approaches exist on how to categorize interactions [4, 23] or interaction costs [14]. We discuss the benefits and
limitations of logging visual data coverage when using complex interaction techniques in context of evaluation, traceability, and accountability. We illustrate our experiences, insights, and challenges
when collecting information about the data explored with a focusand-context lens and share some preliminary ideas about how to
analyze this data.
2 E VALUATION
Interactive visualizations are developed to explore data to find insights in the represented data. When developing an interactive visualization method, a designer makes design decisions. Evaluating a
novel visualization technique requires finding evidence if users can
find insights in the data while applying a technique. Thus, the goal
of an evaluation is to analyze if the design decisions made were the
right ones and can be understood by users to generate insights from
the data.
Analyzing a visualization with complex interaction techniques,
like focus-and-context techniques, requires looking at both how
∗ e-mail:
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Figure 1: TrajectoryLenses is a Visual Analytics system allowing a
user to explore trajectories displayed on a map using a focus-andcontext lens. The heatmap shown depicts the end points of movement trajectories to guide the user in exploring the data.

users interact with the technique and how much data is explored visually at which level of detail. Recording the visual data coverage
during a study, for example, by logging each data item investigated
can be used to answer our questions. If the amount of data (how
much data has been seen) is low, this can indicate issues with the
efficiency of chosen interaction and visualization techniques. For
example, some parts of the data might not be accessible with a certain visualization technique. Which part or which data items participants inspected can give insights about accessibility of the data.
If an attention guiding method is used, for example, a heatmap indicating dense regions that are in particular interesting for close
inspection, analyzing which part of the data was examined might
also give insights about how well this attention guiding worked. If
the heatmap led users to explore interesting parts of the data, this
information can be inferred from visual data coverage. If a count
is recorded each time a participant explored a data item in detail,
an analyst can see which data items got more attention and which
received less. This may indicate that some parts of the data were
more interesting, more in focus, or more available. Another important question is whether or not a user examined the right data.
Depending on the task, some part of the data may be more valuable
or even necessary to complete a task successfully. This requires
defining a ground truth from data items that need to be investigated
for each task if this is to be assessed during evaluation. With this
information it is at least possible to determine whether a user explored data important for solving a task or not.
Despite this, only taking into account the visual data coverage
might not be enough to make clear if participants actually perceived
or understood all the data inspected during exploration. So far, we
have only looked at the visual data coverage logged during a study.
For example, a high visual data coverage or a thorough investigation of one data item might be the result of the logging mechanism.
Thus, just looking at this metric might not be enough and other
parameters or data sources have to be combined to make better inferences. Eye tracking could be one means to investigate if participants actually explored a specific data item for a sufficient amount
of time, or a user’s attention passed over a visual detail without realizing its importance. Interaction logs have been correlated with
other data sources such eye tracking [2, 3, 1, 19] or think-aloud

Figure 2: Visual data coverage graph showing the amount of data a user has visually explored over time (bar chart) as well as aggregated over
the complete task duration (line chart). Note that the graph shows two different granularities: the overall visual data coverage (about 7,000,000
data items) and the visual data coverage of one time step (maximum about 42,000 data items).

protocols [7, 16, 10]. However, these approaches do not consider
the actual data and visual level of detail inspected.
3

T RACEABILITY

Taking our idea one step further, visual data coverage analysis can
also be used for tracing user interactions and guiding the user. Analyzing the traceability of the insight process has been proposed
by Gotz and Zhou [9]. Their approach focuses on low-level versus
high-level actions, where low-level actions are basic interactions.
They do not consider the data that a user has investigated. Based
on our questions, we can ponder on how visual data coverage information can be used in applications that continuously log user interaction. If the recorded data information is available immediately, it
can be analyzed to guide the user to new data items or parts of the
data that was not inspected visually yet. The information about how
much of the data a user has explored can be used to make the user
aware that s/he has only examined a small part or already investigated all available data. The part of the data a user has explored
can be used to guide a user to parts of the data not analyzed yet.
Additionally, if some ground truth is available for a task, a user can
be guided to inspect the right data when solving a task.
For example, a visualization as shown in Figure 3 is useful to
let users understand which parts of the data they explored in detail
and which might deserve additional attention. The time spent for
inspecting particular data items may be plausible if the interactive
visualization is well designed and helped to steer users attention to
exactly those details in the data that are interesting in the context
of the task to be solved. With often underspecified tasks and explorative approaches, as supported by visual analytics solutions, this
perfect match might not be guaranteed. Tracing the level of detail,
the frequency in which data items were inspected as well as the
quantity of explored data items and reflecting this to users, might
help to prevent severe errors in assessing a situation. In the given
example, the bar graph shows that some elements have not been investigated at all, yet. Extending this visualization to show all data
items might help the user to see which parts were not inspected.
Adding brushing methods and linking the visualization with the visual analytics tool that was used for exploration, for example, by
clicking on an item to highlight the corresponding elements, could
be a valuable means to reduce analysis faults from overlooking important information.
4

ACCOUNTABILITY

Accountability has been discussed so far in different context.
It has been used to describe ‘truthfulness’ of visualization approaches [21] which is inevitably hampered by data uncertainties
and the impossibility of reflecting the full complexity of the real
world. Reducing this problem certainly includes a critical reflection
of a users analysis process which can be supported by improving
traceability. The term accountability is also used with respect to security and privacy, for example, by Butin [6] and Weitzner [22] who
suggest to make business transactions verifiable and dishonest or
even illegal use of information transparent. While these aspects are
not directly covered by our discussion, it would be interesting to indicate them if information foraging is supported through interactive

visual interfaces. Many other semantic meanings of accountability
exist in the context of HCI and other research fields [8]. Accountability is of special importance in decision-making situations like
visual analytics accountability [15, 20]. If an expert using a tool
is misled by the data and comes to a wrong decision, the question
of who is responsible becomes an issue. Logging interaction data
and visual data coverage might be one option to overcome such an
issue. It may become clear from the logging data that an expert has
not inspected the data thoroughly enough. For example, how much
data an expert investigated can indicate if the expert has examined
all data or just parts. If we can infer which parts of the data s/he
explored it may demonstrate if just obvious parts, or all parts of the
data were inspected. Knowing which data must be explored at least
to make valid inferences can again help to know if the right part
of data was examined. However, all of this information may also
help to investigate if an expert was not able to make a valid decision because s/he was misled by the visualization or could not get
all appropriate data necessary.
5

E XAMPLE OF
AGE

E VALUATION

USING

V ISUAL DATA C OVER -

To show how visual data coverage information can be used when
evaluating an interactive visualization, we give an example from a
recent study we conducted. In this study, we collected interaction
data as well as data that a participant inspected while using a focusand-context lens. The interaction data was collected by instrumenting the analyzed system. We analyzed the visual analytics system
called TrajectoryLenses [13] consisting of a focus-and-context lens
which can be used to explore trajectory data displayed on a map
(cf. Figure 1). We recorded the data with a frequency of 60 Hz
to achieve a sufficient sampling rate of the data and to be able to
synchronize it with eye movement data we recorded as well. In our
case, we collected an ID, timestamp, and the position of the lens,
all in addition to the data that was currently depicted underneath the
lens. We achieved this through a hit test with the data items’ positions in order to save its ID. We saved all IDs as a string attached
to the current interaction. Following this, we calculated how many
data items were investigated at each time step and accumulated the
data for each unique data item that was examined over time into an
overall visual data coverage amount. Additionally, we calculated
how often a participant explored each data item by counting how
often the ID was recorded.
Since we do not focus on analyzing and visualizing interaction
logs, many of the proposed methods are only partially useful. Typically, a timeline is used which depicts interactions either as thumbnails [11, 9] or as color-coded glyphs [7, 12]. Transition matrices or
transition charts depicting the transitions between different interaction categories [17, 10, 5] are a different approach, however, we are
more interested in how to represent the visual data coverage, rather
than individual interactions. Thus, we present two ideas on how to
depict this data.
Figure 2 shows the visual data coverage graph for one participant and data visualized at a specific level of detail. On the x-axes
we depict the time and on the two y-axis we depict the overall data
amount as well as the visual data coverage for each time step indi-

Figure 3: The visual data coverage of one participant where each rectangle represents a data item. The data items are sorted based on the
time they were examined for the first time. The color corresponds to the number of times a data item was inspected, the darker the more it was
explored. In the legend a bar chart depicts how may data items belong to each range.

vidually. The line in the chart represents the overall amount of data
a participant investigated over time. The bar charts indicate the
amount of detail data explored interactively over time during the
study. We can see that at the beginning of the study, this participant
examined a lot of data indicated by the bars on the left of Figure 2.
The number of overall data items the participant inspected in detail
was 774,141 data items and the maximum number of data items
investigated at one time step was 41,070. This provides us with
information about how much of the data this participant analyzed.
Additionally, we created a simple chart for showing how often
each data item was inspected. Figure 3 shows the data from the
same participant. The color of each rectangle represents how often a data item was explored with the lens-based technique using
a binning technique. We can see that a few data items have been
examined thoroughly, as the dark blue rectangles at the bottom of
Figure 3 show. The bar chart on the right next to the ranges indicate
how many data points have been investigated in each range. In this
case, there is also a large amount of data that has not been inspected
in detail (see Figure 3; lowest bar next to = 0). If this part of the
data, which a participant did not explore, contains valuable information, a hypothesis could be that the visualization system was not
developed appropriately to guide the user. However, if the system
was developed trying to guide the user to parts of the data which are
of high interest, having a large amount of data not being examined,
can be a positive result as well if a user did not inspect unnecessary
information. With this chart, we can infer which part of the data
and how often each data item was investigated.
6

C ONCLUSION

In this paper we have explored the idea of analyzing the visual data
coverage while using an interactive visualization. We have shown
how analyzing the amount and parts of the data represented can give
valuable insights into how well a visualization technique was designed, and what we can infer from this data regarding traceability
and accountability. We indicated which insights can be gained from
logging information as well as the visually represented data as an
effect of logged interactions. Despite this, there are still many open
issues on how to track and analyze this kind of data. We believe
that analyzing a user’s visual data coverage may help to guide to
exploring parts of a visualization more closely in the future. Trace-

ability may help in real time to inspect important and interesting
data more appropriately, and from the interaction logs we can get
insights with respect to accountability if questionable decisions are
made based on visual analysis.
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A BSTRACT
After data analysis, recalling and communicating the steps and rationale followed during the analysis can be difficult. This paper
explores the use of interaction logs to generate summaries of an analyst’s interest based on interactions with specific data items in a
text analysis scenario. Our approach uses data-interaction events as
a proxy for user interest in and experience of information. Logging
can produce verbose logs that detail all available readable content,
so the discussed approach uses topic modeling (LDA) over different
time segments to summarize the verbose information and generate
visualizations of the history of user interest. Our preliminary results motivate a discussion on potential benefits and challenges of
using interaction data to generate provenance visualizations for text
analytics.
Index Terms: H.5.2. [Information Interfaces and Presentation
(e.g., HCI)—User Interfaces]: Graphical user interfaces (GUI), Interaction styles (e.g., commands, menus, forms, direct manipulation)
1

I NTRODUCTION

Complex and open-ended data analysis tasks require exploration of
data over extended periods of time. A strong understanding of the
data often involves the identification of connections among entities
or patterns across data attributes. To assist with the inherently complex analyses, analysts often use a variety of visualization and analytics tools to facilitate the process. However, in addition to understanding the data itself, real-world analysis scenarios also require
understanding of the analysis processes used in the investigation.
For example, after performing an intelligence analysis task, a team
of analysts must explain how they arrived at a conclusion about a
terrorist attack. This would require citing sources and explaining
the evidence supporting their hypotheses.
Due to the importance of understanding the history of the analysis process, many visualization and data analysis tools aim to
capture analytic provenance, which refers to the history of steps
taken and changes made throughout the duration of the analysis [9, 14, 20, 21]. Numerous types of provenance information
(e.g., the history of data, visualizations, interactions, insights, or
rationale) are considered to be important for visual analysis [21].
Interaction logs can be highly effective for understanding the history of data analysis [7]. However, in order for practical use of interaction data to understand analytic provenance, a clear and efficient
means of interpreting that information is needed. In this paper, we
describe methods that use interaction data from text-analysis activities as proxy for thought processes. We use interactions as means
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of approximating importance and implicit interest in content, and
we apply topic modeling [4] to summarize the information that has
been encountered and interacted with.
We show example visualizations generated from the interactions
of a proof-of-concept study where we recorded logs data form an
open-ended text analytics task. The results reveal research opportunities for finding interactions that best represent user interest and
analyzing history in meaningful time segments. Our preliminary
results motivate a discussion on potential benefits, challenges, and
research space for future provenance visualizations of text analytics
processes.
2

R ELATED W ORK

The concept of analytic provenance includes a variety of types of
information about the history of data analysis. Researchers have
previously discussed interpretations, definitions, and potential uses
for use of provenance information for the purposes of visualization
and data analysis (e.g., [9, 11, 20]). In a recent review of visualization literature, Ragan et al. [21] organized different perspectives
and interpretations of types of provenance information and the purposes for its use.
Many previous projects support provenance visualization, and
every project focuses on different types and purposes of provenance. Here, we describe a few of examples. For instance, the
previously mentioned VisTrails uses a tree view to visually represent the sequence of actions and changes during a scientific workflow [3]. Other systems also adopt tree-style views to represent
history (e.g., [13, 8]).
Some provenance systems aim to provide an overview of topic
coverage during analysis. For example, Sarvghad and Tory [25]
demonstrated the use of radial, treemap, and sequence-flow diagrams to help users understand data coverage from previous analyses. Text analytics systems infer and show relationships among
documents and topics. CzSaw [16] and Jigsaw [26] are two examples that do so through various types of visualizations. Our approach differs in that we capture and represent the history of information encountered in the analysis process, not a complete assessment of data coverage. Prior research considers the use of additional annotation interaction to help clarify the process with userprovided notes and input (e.g., [9, 13]), but we seek an approach
that does not require additional input from users.
Researchers have shown how processing and visualizing interaction logs can aid both researchers in inferring strategies and analysts
in recalling insight. For example, Gotz and Zhou [11] described
how the use of common actions could be used to infer the history
of meaningful behavior and rationale that lead to insights during
analysis, and Dou et al. [7] studied the feasibility and effectiveness of interpreting user interaction logs to understand an analyst’s
rationale. Lipford et al. [17] found evidence that the interaction visualization can improve recall of certain insights and rationale from
the analysis. Also looking at a type of visualization created through
interaction alone, a study by Ragan, Goodall, and Tung [23] found
that the visual state of the workspace at the end of an analysis was
enough to significantly improve memory of the process. Taking
a different approach, Brown et al. [5] demonstrated how analysis

Figure 1: A screenshot of the text exploration tool that shows search results (pink highlights) along with a string of user-highlighted text (dark
green highlights), reduced-to-highlight boxes (light green), and documents connected with linking lines. The participant arranged a chain of
documents along the bottom and right of the workspace.

Figure 2: A close up of top right of the larger screenshot of the document explorer tool used for the data collection study.

of interaction data was able to determine information about users’
strategies as well learn about the users themselves. Like our work,
these prior projects took advantage of normal interactions without
requiring additional input.
Prior projects have shown strong correlations among user interest and implicit indicators based on interaction [1]. Reading, organizing, and spending time on a document correlated to later ratings
of relevance. By weighting the information, Bae et al. created a
system for aiding text analysis tasks by automatically annotating
multiple user interests [2].
Our approach uses interaction data to summarize analysis themes
over time, focusing on textual analysis. For textual data, topic models have drawn interest and been utilized in a wide range of research
including the humanities and social sciences [19], large scale social
media studies [15], and analyzing political speeches [10]. Topic
modeling is an appealing method for text analysis because it organizes words into coherent themes. We investigate topic modeling
(Latent Dirichlet Analysis [4]) as a means to make sense of analyst
encountered information over time.
3
3.1

M ETHOD
Collecting Provenance Data

To design and test our method for generating provenance summaries, we conducted a study where participants performed a text
analysis task (while providing think-aloud verbal updates), and we
recorded interaction logs. For the analysis scenario, we selected a
task with sufficient complexity and scope to allow the exploration
of various topics and hypotheses. To this end, we chose a text analysis scenario from the IEEE VAST 2010 Challenge Mini Challenge
#1 [12].
To analyze the data, participants used a document exploration
application (as in [22] and [23]) where text documents could be
viewed, searched, and spatially manipulated to support organiza-

Interactions Captured
Search
Search the data set for a word or phrase
Reduce to Highlight Reduce the visible text in a document to
only the highlighted content
Highlight Text
Highlight text in a document
Connect Document
Create a new connection line linking
two document or note windows
Collapse Document Minimize the document window to only
show the its title bar
Open Document
Expand a collapsed document window
to show its full text
Move Document
Drag a document window to a new location
Mouse Enter
The mouse position moves over a document window
Table 1: Types of interactions logged by the document exploration
tool.

tion. In this application, documents were placed in a 2D space and
could be manipulated, similar to prior tools [26, 27]. The exploration tool (Figures 2 and 1) logged various actions performed by
each user (see Table 1).
We recruited six participants for the study, five males and one
female. Ages ranged 18 to 30 years old, and all had low to moderate
experience in data analysis or visualization. As the data was about
weapons dealing, participants were asked to explore the documents
to report on the connections and plans involving illegal weapons
trade. We recorded log data for their actions and recorded video.
3.2 Automatic Provenance Summary Generation
We describe our preliminary methods for generating provenance
visualizations automatically using interaction logs. As a case study,
we used information and logs from the open-ended text analytics
task described in the previous section.
Our method is summarized in five steps: (1) Capture interaction
events during a period of analysis. (2) Generate a sequence of text
by using the interaction events to establish the encountered text over
time. (3) Process the text data using standard information retrieval
techniques [18]. (4) Segment the corpus of texts by periods of time
and generate topic models per segment. (5) Visualize topics over
time to facilitate easier interpretation and pattern recognition.
The first step of our summary generation process is to Capture
Interaction Events from user interaction with the analysis tool to

Search
25
Reduce to Highlight 12
Highlight Document 12
Connect Documents 1
Open Document
22
Close Document
20
Move Document
18
Mouse Enter
527
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Figure 3: This visualization depicts the interaction history from a participants’ document explorer study session. Analysis time is stretched across
the horizontal axis. Each thin colored line represents a single action at a given time. The number on the left of each row shows the total number
of actions. Beneath the timeline, we show how a five-minute breakdown produced the segments used in the provenance visualization.

Figure 4: A parallel word cloud design shows the topic segments with the terms in each topic. In this figure, each blue column shows three topics
in a time segment. The orange words have been moused-over in order to show all occurrences of the term across all segments. Note that the
third column is missing interactions except a single search. This is consistent with our observations of the participant during the study.

create a history of their actions. This history in and of itself explains how the interface was used, but it provides nothing about the
content and context of user actions. Ideally, it would be possible to
capture and represent the analytic process without requiring additional input or description from analysts.
The second step is to Generate a Sequence of Text. Since most
interactions involve interacting with a specific document, it was
possible we could associate each interaction with a text. Thus, each
interaction even can provide a sequence of text documents that the
user considered during the analysis. We used these sequences of
text as the basis for topic modeling to infer the main stages of analysis over time.
The third step is to Process the Text after capturing the interaction history to make it more suitable for topic modeling. We use
standard information retrieval methods [18] for tokenization and
removing stop words. Additionally, we create another list of stop
words of common, less-useful terms from entries (e.g., report).
Segmentation and Topic Modeling occurs the data is processed.
In the end, our goal is to create summaries of the stages and themes
of analysis over time. Each record from interaction logs includes
associated text, a type, and timestamp data. Simply printing these
records would be too verbose for practical interpretation.
To simplify these records, we first use a segmenter to break the
history down into discrete time segments the summarize with topic
modeling. In the results presented here, we break down the 35–
40 minute analysis session data into five-minute segments. Once
segmented, we use a topic modeler (LDA) to generate a set of topics

for each time period. Per the case study, we show three topics and
found 15 iterations of LDA to be sufficient. The final results are
serialized and saved to provide data for the last step: visualization.
The final step is Visualization (see Figure 4). We used parallel
word clouds [6, 10] as the base representation to visualize the topics
over time. In our visualization, the topics are shown in lists of words
embedded in blue columns. Each column represents a time segment of user interaction history. Columns show their beginning and
end times and their topic model summaries. Within each column,
the three topics are sorted based on coherence, as calculated in the
Gensim framework [24] and are distinguished with different shades
of blue. For a single topic within a column, we show a vertical list
of terms ordered by the probabilities of in the model. To highlight
important words within topics, individual terms are scaled based
on TF–IDF (term frequencyinverse document frequency) scores to
decrease the importance of common words words and help representative words remain prominent.
In addition, the design includes linking lines that connect any
word to the same word in adjacent time segments. When the user
brushes or hovers the cursor over a word, it changes color (orange)
and increases for all instances of the word. Linking lines will also
be highlighted in orange for increased salience. A “brushed” word
slowly transitions back to its default style when the cursor is moved
off of the word, causing the word’s highlight to persist briefly. This
helps a viewer reveal patterns of clusters of repeated words.

4
4.1

D ISCUSSION

AND

C ONCLUSION

Preliminary Results

4.4 Text-Associated Interactions as a Proxy to Thought
Processes

Our preliminary results are promising. The automatically generated snapshots of analyst interest over time, by our observations,
capture meaningful topics. The visualization presents themes based
on interactions where users open, looked at, and manipulated content. These topics are connected together to show the flow of topics
over time, and for our case study and test data, the effectiveness
is clear. While some segment’s topic summaries make more sense
than other, they are on the whole meaningful.
Our observations are that different participants used different
strategies: breadth-first, depth-first, and cyclical processes where
a particular theme is repeatedly revisited. We found that exploring
with brushing and linking can reveal participants general strategies.
For instance, one participant said, “I feel like I’m doing a depth first
search”, and the summaries showed this with many connections
from one time segment to the next, rather than sudden changes in
topics and interest.

This work has begun to explore automated methods for summarizing encountered information during text analysis. While a tremendous amount of text can be generated from interaction logs, reviewing all logs would be impractical. Instead, we believe a summarization approach such as ours can serve as a proxy for understanding
analytic provenance and analysts’ interests.
While an ideal provenance summary of an analysis would include the internal thought of analysts, this is technically impossible
to capture completely without disrupting the analysis. However,
associating interaction events with text can provide a view of repeatedly encountered information, which influences the thoughts
of analysts. Also, for the purpose of task resumption, we expect
that showing analysts provenance visualizations will help them remember their rationals and insights. For researchers looking to understanding others’ pathways to insight, we expect that these visualizations will provide views that help them see strategies, such as
bread-first or depth-first approaches.

4.2

4.5 Conclusion

Implicit Interest from Different Interaction Types

This research raises the importance of discovering the most salient
interaction types during analysis. For example, looking at a timeline of interactions (Figure 3), note that some types of interactions
are performed more than others. Including and excluding data
based on the type of interaction may impact the effectiveness of
summaries using the discussed approach. For example, Mouse Over
events occur many times, and it is likely that participants who used
Mouse Over were interested in the content of the documents they interacted with. However, an analyst may accidentally Mouse Over a
document they have no interest in when moving their mouse across
the screen. At the same time, we observed that many Mouse Over
events are meaningful. Participants would move the mouse back
and forth between documents, weighing their information and planning what to look for next. On the other hand, Open events occur
far less frequently, but might be more meaningful than Mouse Over
events. Performing the Open Document action represented committed actions—usually occurring only when a participant thought
they were likely to find important material. We find many interaction types could be thought of as having little to much meaning and
occur at different frequencies. It is likely that studies and observations are needed for determining which events are meaningful and
frequent enough.
4.3

Temporal Segmentation Schemes

Another research opportunity is to create methods for segmenting
interaction events over time. Our example (as seen in Figures 3
and 4) shows the topic history with five-minute segments. While
this is straightforward to implement and understand, it comes with
significant drawbacks. In some cases, adjacent columns in the visualization were too similar, adding limited additional information.
For example, one participant stopped interacting with the system
for about six minutes in the middle of the analysis, opting to read
and plan but not move the mouse or click on documents. Using
static five-minute segments, this created a gap where only a single
search term was captured (see Figure 4, third column from the left).
Better segmentation schemes are needed. After looking at the
timelines from different participants, we noticed that searches usually occur in bursts. A single burst of search interaction usually
meant that they tried a few queries until the results seemed promising. With these observations in mind, we see an opportunity to create different segmentation schemes that take advantage of a combination of (1) the degree of change in content and (2) implicit time
boundaries based on interaction types (e.g., Open or Search).

We investigated how topic modeling can be used to automatically
generate provenance visualizations from interaction logs. To explore the approach, we collected data from participants who performed a text analytics task. We recorded their interactions and
created visual summaries for preliminary evaluation of our method.
While far from perfect, the method created surprisingly representative text summaries. We found the visualizations were useful for
understanding user interest over time, recurring interest of topics,
and aspects of analyst’s strategies. The results could be improved
by addressing the research opportunities of (1) finding which interaction events are most representative of user interest and (2) developing interaction timeline segmentation schemes. Future work
should evaluate the efficacy of using this and similar methods for
understanding thought processes in text analysis tasks.
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SpatialVis: Visualization of Spatial Gesture Interaction Logs
Erik Paluka and Christopher Collins

Figure 1: SpatialVis: Web application for visualizing logged spatial interaction data.

A BSTRACT
This paper presents SpatialVis, a system for logging spatial gesture
interactions and a visualization interface to analyze those logs. SpatialVis overlays a gesture log visualization atop screen recordings
of interaction sessions to allow for replay of experimental trials.
We discuss the challenges of logging spatial interactions and recommendations for best practices.
Keywords: interaction design, visualization, spatial gestures
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I NTRODUCTION

Spatial interaction devices, which enable the control of traditional
pointers as well as the performance of single and multi-hand midair gestures to interact with computers, are becoming commonplace. Precise spatial gesture hardware such as the Leap Motion
device allow for the design of gestures for interacting with visualizations, such as selection, zoom, filter, and other basic information
visualization interactions [5]. They offer new capabilities to create
visualization systems for use in environments where touch screens
and mouse interaction are inappropriate, for example in sterile environments.
It is also possible to adapt existing systems for use with spatial gestures. An easy way to integrate spatial interaction on a

desktop computer is to use spatial gestures to control the pointer.
Although, this causes challenges since standard desktop graphical
user interfaces (GUI) are designed for precise input devices such as
the mouse. A typical virtual object’s small display and interaction
spaces reflect this, which can lead to problems selecting items as
well as other fundamental tasks. To mitigate this problem, a designer can integrate concepts from techniques that facilitate target
acquisition (e.g. Bubble Cursor [2]) into the mid-air selection gesture.
When an information space is larger than the display, it is typical for interfaces to only support interacting with content that is
rendered within its viewport. To support interacting with off-screen
content, our previous work [4] explored the design and evaluation
of several spatial off-screen exploration techniques that make use
of the interaction space around the display. These include Paper
Distortion, Dynamic Distortion, Dynamic Peephole Inset, Spatial
Panning, and Point2Pan (see Figure 2).
When implementing new interaction techniques for spatial interaction, as we did with Off Screen Desktop, it is beneficial to test the
gestures with people who are not accustomed to them. To gather
data for analysis, one can video record and/or observe people as
they use the gesture in conjunction with a GUI, as well as administer post-questionnaires and interviews. Log data from the spatial
gesture sensors can also be gathered. The problem with this is that,
other than the video and observational data, logging techniques produce high frequency 3D data logs in text form. Long log files do
not harness the full power of the human visual system; therefore
making the analysis difficult.

Figure 2: Off Screen Desktop geometrically transforms the visual presentation of the information space without affecting the interaction space
to bring off-screen content into the viewport. Since the interaction space remains unchanged, users are able to directly manipulate off-screen
content that has been brought onto the display by performing a spatial selection (e.g. tap or grab) in its original off-screen location beside the
display. In the above figure, the Dynamic Distortion technique is being employed to transform the on-screen information to create room for
off-screen content.

To mitigate these problems and help designers build better spatial user interfaces, as well as help us study our off-screen interaction system, we developed a web-based application that visualizes
logged spatial interaction data. By first uploading a log file and an
associated video screen capture of the display, an investigator can
employ its features to analyze the 3D interactions and their effects
on the graphical user interface. Our system is not meant to replace
any other method, but to fit within the investigative process to gain
further insight into the related phenomena.
We implemented the application using JavaScript, HTML, and
the D3 visualization toolkit [1]. Our prototype supports the spatial interaction data types provided by the Leap Motion controller
(see ??) and assumes that the controller’s interaction space is in
front and centred with the display. We also created a modified version of the application to be able to handle interaction spaces at the
sides of the display. We did this to visualize data gathered from the
study of our off-screen interaction system in order to gain further
insight into participant usage patterns.
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with logged data that was not visualized, the investigator would
have to look through hundreds or thousands of lines of text and
would be very tedious.
2.1 Video Timeline
The timeline is created by dividing the video into ten equally sized
sections and using images from the beginning of each video segment to represent each section (see F in Figure 3). When a user
hovers over one of the sections, its border changes colour (see purple box at the top of Figure 1) and they are then able to select the
section to seek the video to the start of it. If a section is selected,
then the heatmap will update to show data only from this section’s
time range. If the video is then played, it will stop playing at the
end of the selected section unless a widget on the left side of the
interface is toggled. The timeline also contains a slider widget for
seeking, while hovering over its handle will cause the play, pause
and restart video controls to appear beside it.

S PATIALV IS

To use our system to analyze a spatial GUI, the application being
tested must automatically log all associated spatial interaction data.
A video of this interface must also be recorded, using screen capture software, with a video length equal to the period of time spent
interacting with the interface. This allows log data to be mapped to
the user interface events that occur in the video. When complete,
the designer or investigator can upload the video and log files to
our web application, which will then display the video on the right
side of the interface with a heatmap and a path visualization overlaid on top of it. The system also includes a timeline situated above
the video, graphs of the interaction data underneath the video, and
a global heatmap and different controls to the left (see Figure 1).
When the video is played, the overlaid visualizations display spatial interaction data that is temporally related to the video’s current
frame.
Going back to the spatial target acquisition example from above,
the analyst can use our system in conjunction with observational
notes or a video recording of the person performing the gestures.
For example, this would allow one to view what data the motion
sensing hardware is producing and if that matches up with the gesture that the person is trying to perform. If this analysis was done

2.2 Spatial Interaction Graphs
The graphs below the video show spatial interaction information
over the length of the video. Their size match the width of the timeline to allow a person to match the current time of the video (slider’s
handle and vertical line above) with the graph data, as well as to
provide awareness of video’s current time value. The graphs are
also enabled with the brushing and linking [3] techniques. Therefore, if one discovers a time range with an interesting data pattern,
the visual complexity of the interface can be reduced to allow the
analyst to concentrate on this subset of data. This is accomplished
by selecting the data or time range of interest, which will then cause
the rest of the data to be filtered out (see B in Figure 3). This
brushing will then be reflected in the other graph, as well as in the
heatmap and path visualization that are overlaid on top of the video.
The video is also seeked to the beginning of the time range associated with the brushed data and if played, will stop at the end of this
range. If the user is interested in analyzing other spatial interaction
data types, they can change the data visualized in each graph from
a range of options including pointables (tools and fingers), tools,
fingers, hands, all gestures, as well as each individual gesture type.

Figure 3: SpatialVis being used by an analyst. (A) Visualizing portion of spatial interaction data.(B) Brushing to show data only associated with
8 to 12 seconds into the video. (C) Saved visualization state. (D) User annotation. (E) Heatmap of data associated with 8 to 12 seconds into the
video. (F) Video timeline.

2.3

Video Visualizations

We employed different visualization techniques to visualize each
spatial interaction’s location with respect to the user interface contained in the video. This was accomplished by overlaying them
on top of the video using an orthographic projection mapping. We
used a static heatmap to visualize the frequency of gestures that
were performed at different locations. Data is selected to be visualized in the heatmap if its associated frame is within a non-sliding
window. When the user first loads the required data into the application, the window is the size of the entire video; therefore all of the
gesture data is initially visualized. If the video is played or seeked,
then the window’s starting frame is set to the seeked location or
the beginning of the video segment being played. The window’s
ending frame is then calculated by adding a user-changeable value,
contained in a widget, to the starting frame. Although, if the timeline sections or graphs are used to seek the video instead of the time
slider, then the window’s ending frame is set to either the timeline
section’s last frame or the last frame associated with the selected
graph data. The interface also contains some other widgets that allow the user to set the window’s ending frame to always be the last
frame in the video, as well as to animate the heatmap over time
using the data contained in its window.
We also visualized the path of each pointable (finger or tool) using a semi-transparent path. The pointable’s Z-depth is encoded
using colour with either a monochromatic or dichromatic divergent
colour scheme. The path contains green semi-transparent circles to
visualize the location of each pointable when it was first detected by
the spatial interaction sensor. To visualize a pointer’s spatial location in the current frame, a red semi-transparent triangle is attached
to the end of the path. We also affixed a white semi-transparent

circle to the path for visualizing the spatial location of different
gestures, such as swipe, screen tap and key tap. For example, the
white circles in Figure 1 show the location of discrete screen tap
gestures. The visualization is dynamic since it displays data from
a temporal sliding window that starts in the past and ends at the
video’s current frame. As the video plays, new data is visualized
when it enters the sliding window and old data that is no longer inside the sliding window is removed. This aids the analysis process
since interaction data would quickly disappear if only the current
frame’s data was visualized. The path visualization’s sliding window is automatically set to a low value, but the user has the ability
to change it, such as when one wants to visualize entire paths of all
pointers.
In addition to the aforementioned visualizations, our system allows the analyst to create their own visual markings by providing
video annotation abilities (see D in Figure 3), which can then be
used to label the location of interesting events, for example.
2.4 Global Heatmap, Controls & Visualization States
Context is important for analysis, therefore we included a global
context view of the gesture data with the use of a miniaturized
image of the video that is overlaid with a heatmap that visualizes
gesture data from the entire video. To further facilitate the analysis process, we also provide the ability to save and load different
visualization states (see C in Figure 3). The video frame with the
overlaid visualizations and user annotations that are associated with
a saved visualization state can then be downloaded as an image for
sharing and offline analysis. The interface also contains widgets on
the left side to allow the investigator to show or hide the heatmap,
path visualization, user annotations or the video itself. Opacity lev-

Figure 4: Path visualization showing the movement of all participants hands while searching the off-screen space with the Direct Spatial Panning
technique.

els associated with the video and each component of the path visualization can be modified as well. The interface also contains
widgets to allow the video’s playback speed and the colour of the
annotation brush to be changed.
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C HALLENGES

During the development and use of SpatialVis to support our research on the Off Screen Desktop project, we encountered several
challenges which point to future research opportunities.
Color Scheme First of all, the color scheme of the overlay was
difficult to design in a way that provided depth information as well
as being discernible from the underlying application screen capture.
Our solution to this is to allow the screen capture video to be toggled, but this is not ideal. In addition, in many cases the specific
finger used in a gesture is important, and our visualization does not
reflect this information. This could be encoded with color in the
visualization, but additional colors would exacerbate the challenge
of the visualization palette interacting with the screen capture.
2D projection The use of a 2D visualization (with depth of interaction encoded as color) to visualize a 3D interaction space results
in some difficulty interpreting the resulting views. In particular, a
lot of over-plotting can occur for even brief interaction logs. Our
workaround for this is to limit the length of the spatial gesture interaction trails using the sliding window, but another alternative to
explore would be the provision of a 3D reconstruction view of the
spatial interactions.
Coupling Logging and Application
Interaction logging can be general (focused on the input device) or specific to an application (focused on high-level application
events). In the case of a general application like SpatialVis, the interactions are logged by a process monitoring the input stream, and
also recording the screen. The resulting log files from a variety of
applications can be loaded into the same log analysis system. The

advantage of this approach is that the logging and analysis system
is generic and reusable. The disadvantage is that the logging is separated from the interaction events generated by the software which
is being tested. For example, if a gesture is used to generate a selection event on a visualization application, or a specific data element
receives a lot of interaction attention, SpatialVis has no knowledge
of this. The analyst would have to derive this insight. If the spatial and interaction logging were both embedded in the application,
potentially more useful details about how gestures trigger interface
events would be available, at the cost of losing generality.
A potential compromise to this problem would be to create a
standard logging format which application developers could use to
output interaction event logs (including low level events such as
button press and high level events such as filtering a view). These
logs would be the same whether touch, mouse, or a spatial interface was used. Then these could be interleaved with the SpatialVis
logs and screen recordings to create a unified analysis system without requiring integration of spatial interaction logging into the test
application itself.
Scalability SpatialVis logs were useful in analyzing the behavior of individual experimental participants in detail. However, the
visualization is not scalable to multiple participants as it quickly
becomes too cluttered. Also, unless the screen capture is static, it
does not make sense to overlay multiple screen captures. To see
the trends for multiple participants in a repeated trial experiment,
we had to create a simplified visualization we called PathVis (see
Figure 4) which shows the spatial position of the pointer in the information space over time, overlaid for multiple participants. The
spatial depth information as well as multiple fingers were removed
from this view.

4 C ONCLUSION
Spatial interaction is an emerging modality for many types of applications, including information visualization. We have presented an
initial visualization application, available online at (URL to come
for final version), for analyzing experimental trials of interactions
with visualization applications using spatial gestures.
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